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A NEW HOOKLIFT   
THAT IS SIMPLY RIGHT

When you work with straightforward, predictable tasks, 
why pay for more loading features than you need?

Now, we have developed the new MULTILIFT Optima 
20-ton hooklift for when you simply need the right 
performance for fundamental loading tasks. With  
an attractive price for quality, you gain superior value 
for money. Add to that the ability to work faster and 
carry more payload than any other 20-ton hooklift, 
and the smart choice becomes an easy choice.

Here are just a few of the advancements you gain.

• CapacitySpecific™ design gives you just the 
capacity you need. 

• ValueBuy™ provides an attractive price for quality. 
• Fast Performance™  increases your speed in 

operation.
• EvoLight™ construction means more payload.
• SafetyPlus™ boosts safety for both operator and 

surroundings.



Fast Performance™  increases your speed in operation 

Fast tipping and fast speed functions give a significant productivity boost.

CapacitySpecific™ design gives 
you just the capacity you need

Optimized for working with predictable, repetitive 
loads, MULTILIFT Optima gives you dependable 
performance without going overboard with 
power that does not apply to your work.

EvoLight™ construction means 
more payload 

MULTILIFT Optima is light, lean and tough. The 
lightweight steel construction gives more legal 
payload without compromising strength. That 
means customers can haul more while saving fuel 
and reducing CO2  emissions. 

SafetyPlus™ boosts safety for both 
operator and surroundings 

Safety, both for the operator and surroundings, are 
paramount for MULTILIFT. The new MULTILIFT Optima 
hooklift provides state-of-the-art safety features.

MULTILIFT OPTIMA 
FEATURES YOU CAN COUNT ON
The key to better business in 
routine tasks is reliability. With 
MULTILIFT Optima, you have 
exactly the functions you need. 
And they perform with precision 
clockwork over and over again, 
without fail.

ValueBuy™ provides an attractive price for quality 

Every detail of the MULTILIFT Optima 
upholds the highest  performance 
standards streamlined with exactly 
the functions you need for fun- da-
mental loading tasks. Giving you 
superior value for money.

EvoLight™

SafetyPlus™

Simply right



Discover the hooklift that is 
simply right: optima.multilift.com

hiab.com

BUILT TO PERFORM
Hiab is the world’s leading provider of on-road load 
handling equipment. Customer satisfaction is the fi rst 
priority for us. Hiab’s product range includes HIAB 
loader cranes, JONSERED recycling and forestry cranes, 
LOGLIFT forestry cranes, MOFFETT truck mounted 
forklifts and MULTILIFT demountables, as well as 
DEL, WALTCO and ZEPRO tail lifts. 
hiab.com
 
Hiab is part of Cargotec.  
cargotec.com
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